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The purpose of the present study was to investigate what relation

ship, if any. exists between death anxiety and level of moral develop

ment. It was hypothesized that the higher the index of moral develop

ment (as measured by Rest's Defining Issues Test - DIT) the higher the 

level of death anxiety reported as measured by Templer's Death Anxiety 

Scale (DAS). In addition, comparisons were made between males and 

females to determine if a significant difference exists between their 

DAB and DIT scores. 

The sample consisted of 106 male and 241 female undergraduate 

students currently enrolled in psychology courses at two midwestern 

universities. The subjects ranged from 17 to 52 years of age with a 

mean age of 20.33 for the male subjects and 21.46 years for the female 

subjects. Each subject completed the DIT and DAS during a regular 

classroom period. The DIT scores were assigned to three categories 

which reflected clustering determined by visual inspection of the data. 

The results indicated a correlation of -.67 (£(.01) between level 

of moral development and death anxiety. Further analysis revealed that 

the lowest DIT category had DAS scores that were significantly (£~Ol) 



higher than the DAS acores of the highest DIT category. The DAS scores 

of the lowest DIT category were also significantly (~(.05) higher than 

those of the middle DIT category. The DAS scores of the middle and 

highest DIT categories did not differ. In addition, females hsd signifi

cantly (~<.Ol) higher death anxiety than males. There was no difference 

found in DAS scores as a function of age level. The last finding 

indicated that the females were significantly (~<-05) more developed 

in moral reasoning than the males. 
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CHAPTER 1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

For many years man has questioned how individuals acquire the moral 

dimension present within their personality, if indeed they do possess 

such a moral dimension. Is morality innate, learned, or a combination 

of both? John Dewey (1964) was the first to state that the acquisition 

of moral judgment follows a cognitive-developmental approach. This 

approach was labelled cognitive because it recognizes that moral judgment 

has its basis in stimulating the active thinking of the individual about 

moral issues and decisions. Through research, Dewey (1930) postulated 

that three levels of moral development exist for man: (1) the premoral 

or preconventional level of behavior, which is motivated by biological 

and social impulses; (2) the conventional level of behavior, in which 

the individual accepts the standards of the group with very few questions 

asked; and (3) the autonomous level, in which the individual thinks and 

judges for himself whether a purpose is good and does not accept the 

standards of a group without first reflecting upon them. 

Since Dewey's level of moral development were only theoretical 

statements, Piaget (1948) attempted to go one step further by actually 

defining stages of moral judgment in children by actual interviews with 

children and observations of children playing games. From the interview 

and observation material, Piaget redefined Dewey's three levels of moral 

development as follows: (1) the premoral stage, where the child had no 
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sense of obligation to rules; (2) the heteronomous stage, where the right 

was literal obedience to rules and an equation of obligation with sub

mission to power and punishment; and (3) the autonomous stage, where the 

purpose and consequences of following rules are considered and obligation 

is based on reciprocity and exchange. 

Little concern was given to the correctness of the Dewey-Piaget 

levels and stages of moral development until the mid 1950's when Kohlberg 

(1958) began redefining and validating these stages through longitudinal 

and cross-sectional studies. Kohberg's original study of moral develop

ment began with his doctoral dissertation. His basic study was of 

seventy-five boys, who ranged in age from ten to sixteen years (Kohlberg, 
, 

1958). Kohlberg followed their development for twelve years at three 

year intervals. In addition to his longitudinal study of the seventy-

five boys, Kohlberg explored moral development in such cultures as Great 

Britian, Canada, Taiwan, Mexico, and Turkey. As a result of these 

studies, Kohlberg developed three levels of moral development. Further, 

he delineated two distinct stages within each level. Kohlberg's (1975) 

levels and stages are as follows: (I) Preconventional level -- where the 

child responds to rules and labels of good and bad, but interprets these 

labels in terms of the physical consequences of the action; Stage 1 - 

the punishment and obedience orientation, Stage 2 -- the instrumental

relativist orientation; (II) Conventional level -- where maintaining the 

expectations of the individual's family, group, or nation is perceived as 

valuable in its own right, regardless of immediate and obvious consequences; 
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Stage 3 -- the interpersonal concordance or "good boy-nice girl" orienta

tion, Stage 4 -- the law and order orientation; (III) Post-Conventional, 

autonomous or principled level -- where there is a clear effort to 

define moral values and principles that have validity and application 

apart from the authority of the groups or persons holding these principles 

and apart from the individual's own identification with these groups; 

Stage 5 -- the social-contract, legalistic orientation, Stage 6 -- the 

universal-ethical principle orientation. 

Because Kohlberg validated his stages through the use of longitudinal 

studies, it is implied that each stage has certain unique, empirical 

characteristics. Further, Kohlberg's theory states that each individual 

passes from one stage of development to the next through an invariant 

sequence. Rest, Turiel, and Kohlberg (1969) defined an invariant 

sequence as one "in which attainment of an advanced stage is dependent 

on the attainment of each of the preceding stages. It is further 

assumed that a more advanced stage is not simply an addition to a less 

advanced stage, but represents a reorganization of less advsnced levels" 

(p. 226). In other words, everyone begins with Stage 1 and progressively 

works their way through the more advanced stages without omitting any 

stage of morality. However, individuals will move through these stages 

at varying speeds, and at times may be found half in and half out of a 

particular stage (Kohlberg, 1968). Additionally, each stage also 

implies a qualitative difference in the mode of thinking of cognition. 

This characteristic of moral stages can be compared to Piaget's transi

tion to abstract reflective thought, 
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it is the transition from logical inference as a set of 
concrete operations to a logical inference as a set of 
formal operations or "operations upon operations." "Opera
tions upon operations" imply that the adolescent can classify 
classification, that he can combine combinations, that he 
can relate relationships. It implies that he can think 
about thought, and create thought systems or "hypothetico
deductive" theories (as presented by Kohlberg and Gilligan, 
1971) • 

A third characteristic of moral atages is that each of these different 

and sequential modes of thought forms a "structured whole", or an 

underlying thought-organization. The last characteristic found by 

Kohlberg is that the stages are hierarchially integrated. More specifi

cally, thinking at a higher stage allows an individual to comprehend 

lower-stage thinking. Thus, by hierarchially integrating the different 

modes of thought, each stage of moral development becomes a better 

cognitive organization than the previous one. Every element present in 

the previous stage is reorganized into a more comprehensive structure 

. which allows the individual to function more adequately when making 

moral decisions (Kohlberg, 1968). This specific characteristic of moral 

stages has been demonstrated by a series of studies (Turiel, 1966; Rest, 

Turiel & Kohlberg, 1969) which indicated that children and adolescents 

comprehend all stages up to their own and at times one stage beyond 

their own; but comprehension does not exceed this stage. More impor

tsntly, Kohlberg (1968) states that the prefer this next stage. 

To provide further support for Kohlberg's theory, Turiel (1966) 

,conducted a study designed to test the following two hypotheses: (a) 

the six stages of moral judgment form an invariant sequence, and (b) 

each stage represents a reorganization and displacement of the preceding 
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stagea. In addition, Turiel predicted that subjects WDuld be influenced 

more by reasoning one stage sbove their dominant stage than by reasoning 

two stages above; and since the stages sre hiersrchially integrated, 

subjects will tend to reject reasoning at a lower stage. The subjects 

used in Turiel's study were 44 boys ranging in age from 12 years 0 

months to 13 years 7 months. All subjects were from a middle-class 

background. 

In Turiel's study a pretest-post test design was used. During the 

pretest, Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Interview (1958) was administered to 

determine the subject's dominant stage of moral reasoning. The experi

mental phase consisted of exposing the subject to moral reasoning either 

one stage below (-1), one stage above (+1), or two stages above (+2) his 

own dominant stage. In the final phase of the study, the Moral Judgment 

Interview was readministered in order to assess the influence of the 

experimental procedure upon moral reasoning. The results indicated that 

(+1) exposure was more effective than (+2) exposure, which supports 

Kohlberg's invariant sequential concept of moral development. 

Kurtines and Greif (1974) reviewed and evaluated Turiel's study and 

discovered that his findings were not totally accurate. According to 

Turiel's hypothesis, those subjects in the (+1) exposure group should 

show a significantly greater treatment effect than the subjects in the 

(-1) and (+2) exposure groups. Once the mean scores of the (+1) and 

(+2) treatment groups were corrected, a significant difference was found 

(l-3.55, ~~005), suggesting that (+1) treatment was more effective than 

(+2) treatment. However, the one-tailed t test comparing the (+1) and 
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(-1) treatment groups was not significant (t-l.43, p<,lO). According 

the Kurtines and Grief (1974), Turiel claimed that his hypothesis was 

supported because the results reached a "borderline level of signifi 

cance", which in all actuality is not truly a significant difference. 

Rest, Turiel, and Kohlberg (1969) replicated Turiel's (1966) 

findings and attempted to collect new data to support and explain his 

results. They studied the level of moral development of each subject as 

determined by preference and comprehension of moral judgments made by 

others. It was hypothesized: (a) that stages of thinking above a 

aubjects predominant stage would be preferred to those below his stage 

if the subject were asked to choose among them; (b) that stages of 

thinking above a aubject's predominant stage are increasingly more 

difficult to comprehend than stages below his own level and, therefore, 

they will not be as correctly reproduced as the lower stages; (c) that 

these two principles interact in such a way that subjects assimilate 

into their own thinking the one stage above their dominant stage more 

readily than one stage below or two stages above. 

Rest et al. (1969) used 45 subjects, 11 males and 11 females 

between the ages of 10 years 6 months and 12 years 3 months; and 12 

males and 11 females between the ages of 13 years 4 months and 14 years 

6 months. All subjects were currently enrolled in a Catholic parochial 

achool located in New York. The mean IQ as measured by the Otis was 119 

with a range of 95 to 150. After determining each subject's dominant 

moral stage through the use of a pretest, each subject was presented 

with a series of moral statements which corresponded to one stage below, 
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one stage above, and two stages above their own dominant stage. The 

subjects were then allowed to use these moral statements in order to 

respond to moral dilemmas that were presented. The results indicated 

that the children generally preferred concepts above their own to 

concepts below their own stage. In addition, it was found that thinking 

two stages above their own dominant stage was more difficult to com

prehend than thinking one stage above; and thinking one stage above was 

more difficult to comprehend than one stage below. Lastly, assimil

ation, the process whereby new concepts are incorporated into existing 

ones, is a result of both the subject's preference and the highest level 

of thinking comprehended (the current level of morsl judgment). This 

study further supports Kohlberg's concept of hierarchial integration in 

moral judgment. 

Rest (1973) continued to study the hierarchial nature of moral 

judgment by examining the patterns of comprehension and preference of 

the different moral stages. Rest, while working within Kohlberg's basic 

frame of reference, reasoned that each new moral stage is a transfor

mation of the elements to produce a new mode of thinking. In other 

words, each moral stage is hierarchially related. It is usually assumed 

in most studies of moral judgment that a subject's decision is produced 

at the highest stage he is capable of comprehending. But, according to 

Rest, it is possible that a subject may not make a moral decision based 

upon his highest stage of comprehension. Rest (1973) examined the 

patterns of comprehension capacity and preference of the stages. More 

.pecifically, the following three hypotheses were tested: (a) state

~ 
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ments at stages above the subject's dominant stage are more difficult to 

comprehend than stages below his own stage; (b) as the subjects compre

hend the various stages of thinking, they tend to prefer the highest 

stage comprehended; and (c) there should be a match between the subject's 

dominant stage as determined by the pretest interview and the highest 

stage that was comprehended of prototypic statements. Forty-seven 

twelfth grade students from a middle-class suburb of Chicago served as 

subjects. The first step in the experimental procedure was to pretest 

the subjects, by the use of Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Interview (1958). 

to determine their dominant stage of moral development. In the second 

phase of the study, each subject was presented with a set of prototypic 

statements and asked to give an equivalent recapitulation of each 

statement, to state how the statements compared with their own ideas, to 

evaluate or criticize the statements, to rate each statement on a scale 

from one to five on how convincing or persuasive an argument it pre

sented, and to rank in order the statements on the basis of their 

comparative convincingness. The results of this study indicated four 

major findings with regard to patterns of comprehension capacity. The 

first· finding was that the subjects tended to score all hits or all 

misses in comprehending each of the stages prototypic statements. 

Secondly, if a subject showed high comprehension at a given stage, there 

vas also high comprehension of all the preceding stages. Third, there 

vas a close relation of comprehension scores to the subject's own 

dominant stage of moral judgment as determined by the pretest. The 

fourth finding was that the highest stage used on the pretest, rather 
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than the dominant stage, was the best predictor of comprehension. There 

was also two preference findings of importance. In support of the 

hypothesis, it was found that as subjects comprehend the various stages, 

they tend to prefer the highest stage comprehended. The second pref

erence finding was that virtually all subjects tended to prefer the 

highest stage statements in their developmental order; that is, they 

preferred Stage 6 prototypic statements the most, then Stage 5, and so 

on. Thus, this study provided further supportive evidence for the 

cognitive-developmental theory and its concept of hierarchial stages. 

Kohlberg (1958) developed the Moral Judgment Interview to speci

fically assess the stage of moral development at which an individual was 

currently operating. This projective instrument consists of nine 

hypothetical moral dilemmas. The individual is asked to state what 

should be done in a particular situation and also to state the reasoning 

behind their decision. One of the weaknesses in this test is that it is 

subjectively scored. This fact, obviously, allows wide room for both 

scoring error and difference of opinion to occur and influence the 

evaluation. 

Rest, who was very interested and involved in research concerning 

Kohlberg's stage theory, developed a more objective device for measuring 

moral development. Rest (1974) working within Kohlberg's basic frame of 

reference, also used hypothetical moral dilemmas to construct his 

assessment device, the Defining Issues Test. Through the development of 

this more objective test, much of the criticism concerning Kohlberg's 

instrument has been corrected. Hence, it is now possible to calculate 

an objective measurement of one's stage of moral development, and 
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further to make valid cross-subject comparisons of such scores. Con

current with the development of the Defining Issues Test (DIT), Rest 

(1974) also developed a manual, and more recently has published Develop

~t In Judging Moral Issues (1979). These manuscripts include such 

information as test administration, scoring, ar~ a number of published 

and unpublished studies relating to validity and reliability of the DIT. 

With the use of the Moral Judgment Interview, Kohlberg assigns a dominant 

stage, through stage scoring, to each subject. When Kohlberg states 

that a subject is "at" a given stage, it is only meant that the stage 

represents his most common way of reasoning about moral issues. People 

are not stages (Hersh, Paolitto, & Reimer, 1979). In contrast, Rest has 

chosen the P score as the most useful way to index moral development 

when comparing it with another variable (Rest, 1974). ~he P score 

or "Principled" morality score is a composite of the raw scores of 

Stages 5 and 6 (further defined in Chapter 2). Therefore, in this study 

the P score has been used as the index of moral development. 

Alozie (1976) analyzed the interrelationship between Kohlberg's 

Moral Judgment Interview (MJI) and Rest's DIT. It was hypothesized that 

since these two tests of moral development come from the same theoretical 

background the correlation between them should be fairly high. Also, 

since· the tests use different methods in collecting and describing data, 

there should be differences in the stages of development assigned to the 

same subjects. Alozie (1976) used a sample population of 91 subjects; 

31 college students (19 female, 18 males) and 54 junior high Caucasian 

males. Each subject was administered the MJI, then the DIT was completed. 
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The results indicated that II strong relationship existed between the two 

tests (E-.75). In addition, there was s systematic difference between 

the developmental stages assigned to the same subject by the two tests. 

The .DIT rated subjects higher than the MJI by an average of 1.5 stages. 

These results suggest that the observed relationship between these two 

instruments is due to their common origin from the ssme theoretical 

background. 

Rest, Cooper, Coder, Massnz, and Anderson (1974) reported a study 

which attempted to answer the following five questions: (a) Are there 

differences in the way people choose the most importsnt issues of moral 

dilemmas? (b) Do groups thst csn be presumed to be at different develop

,mental levels show significant differences? Do the more advanced groups 

choose the higher stage statements? (c) Is preference for the higher 

stage statements showing a "blind" preference for complexity, or does 

appreciation go along with comprehension? (d) Does the way that a 

subject chooses the most important issue of hypothetical moral dilemmas 

relate to his stance on current real social-moral-political controversies? 

(e) What is the degree of correlation between Kohlberg's present scale
 

and the DIT?
 

In this study 193 subjects were used; 73 ninth grade students, 40
 

twelfth grade students, 40 college and graduate school students with
 

approximately equal males and females from each class, 25 seminary
 

afudents and 15 doctoral students in moral philosophy and political
 

science. Each student was asked to complete the DIT. A P score was
 

determined for each subject. Other areas, such as intelligence, com

of social-moral concepts, socioeconomic status, and how they 
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effected the P scores, were also examined. The results yielded a .81 

test-retest reliability coefficient (using the ninth grade students 

only). Lower stage items tended to be less important and the higher 

atage items more important to the more advanced students. Also, those 

students presumed to be at more advanced developmental levels had 

significantly higher scores. A significant relationship was shown 

between the P score and each of the following: comprehension of social

moral concepts, Differential Ability Tests, and Kohlberg's MJI. Rest 

et al. (1974) stated, "these correlations suggest that as subjects 

develop cognitively they come to define moral dilemmas more complexly 

and come to place greater importance on principled moral thinking than 

do the less cognitively advanced subjects" (p.498). The results also 

indicated that the P score was more closely related to cognitive develop

ment than to socioeconomic status. A substantial correlation was also 

found between the P score and stances on the current social-moral

political issues. As in the Alozie (1976) study, a correlation of .68 

between Kohlberg's MJI and the P score indicated a high degree of simi

larity between these two instruments. 

One of the implications of the cognitive-developmental theory is 

that subjects studied longitudinally should show directional change, or 

more specifically, movement into more advanced stages. In order to 

investigate this implication, Rest (1975) conducted a longitudinal 

study using as his poteritial sample population those subjects employed 

in the Rest et al. (1974) study. The sample for this study consisted 

of 88 subjects, 50 of whom were former junior high students and 38 were 

former aenior high students. Of these 88 subjects, 47 were females and 
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41 were males. As in the Rest et al. (1974) st~dy, each subject was 

given the DIT, the Comprehension of Social-Moral Concepts Test, and the 

Law and Order Attitude Test. In addition, life-experience questions 

were asked. The results of this study indicated that the P scores on 

the DIT had increased significantly over the two-year period. Looking 

at the life experiences of these subjects, formal education seemed to be 

.strongly associated with the P score. There was also a significant 

increase in the Comprehension test scores, and a significant decrease in 

the Law and Order test scores, which indicated a shift in their value 

positions. In addition to the increased P score, the former junior high 

sfudents showed movement from preconventional morality to conventional 

~rality. The subjects also showed developmental changes over the two

year period on the Comprehension and Law and Order tests. In this study 

there wss little evidence for characterizing the developmental changes 

as step-by-step progression. Changes existed as a more gradual upward 

shift in the distribution of responses. 

White (1973) reported research designed to examine the possibility 

of objectively measuring Kohlberg's stages of moral development, the 

relationship between moral maturity and biographical data, and the 

relationship between year in school and moral judgment. The sample 

population consisted of 186 male college students (freshmen, sophomores 

and seniors). Each subject was administered the Kohlberg MJI (four 

moral dilemmas were presented) and an objective measure of moral develop

ment (an early form of the Defining Issues Test). During freshmen 

orientation, each subject had filled out biographical data forms which 

were also used in the study to divide them into five sub-groups. lhe 
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results indicated that there was no significant difference in moral 

..turity between the freshmen, sophomores, and senior, although being 

a senior was the most important predictor of highest moral maturity. 

There was also no significant difference between moral maturity and 

biographical data. By using the objective measure of moral development, 

the subjects tended to rate those items highest which corresponded with 

their dominant stage as measured by the MJI. The findings support the 

use of an objective measure of Kohlberg's stages and also add validity 

to the DIT. 

Kohlberg (1969) proposed that sex role development is related to 

cognitive development. According to Kohlberg, once younger children 

attain gender constancy, they come to view conformity to their sex role 

as moral and selectively attend to and imitate either same-sex models 

or gender-stereotyped behavior. In view of this, Leahy and Eiter (1980) 

reasoned that ego and moral development stages would share structural 

similarities with sex role self-concepts. The first purpose of this 

study was to explore age-related differences in sex role self-concepts, 

with the expectation that older subjects would be more androgynous in 

their self-concepts. The second question under investigation was whether 

postconventional moral judgment is associated with real and ideal self 

images that incorporate opposite-sex characteristics. The expectation 

was that the use of postconventional moral judgment would be associated 

with more androgynous real and ideal self-image. The subjects included 

in this study were 34 eighth graders, 44 high school juniors and seniors, 

and 38 college students. The mean ages for these three groups were 13.7 

years, 17.2 years, and 20.6 years, respectively. There was an equal 
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of males and females at each age. Each subject was tested on 

OIT and on Bem's (1974) Sexual Role Inventory, with both real and 

ideal aelf-image formats. The results indicated that 17-year-old and 

college-age males had more preference for feminine characteristics and 

le88 preference for masculine characteristics when compared with 13

ysar-old males. Alan, collegs-age femal.es had a greater preference [or 

aesculine chsracteristics as compared to feminine characteristics; 

however, younger females had no preference for sex-typed characteristics. 

A third finding was that subjects at higher stages of moral judgment 

(postconventional stages) were more likely to incorporate characteristics 

.of the opposite sex in their self-image (both real and ideal). The 

findings of this study offer additional support for the cognitive 

developmental and ego developmental theories that claim that there is 

less sex typing in sex role images at higher developmental levels. 

When examining the DIT, it can be seen that it is objectively 

·acored and that each subject simply rates and ranks each statement. 

However, one disadvantage of this instrument is that the answers cannot 

be probed and it is possible for subjects to falsify their responses. 

With this question in mind, McGeorge (1975) investigated the suscepti

bility to faking on the DIT. In this study 146 first-year students 

enrolled at a teacher's college, 21 males and 125 females, with a mean 

age of 19.02 years, completed the DIT on two occasions 18 days apart. 

Each student was given instructions to either fake good, fake bad, or to 

record their own views (standard). Upon instructions each subject was 

placed in one of five treatment groups: (a) standard-standard, (b) 

standard-good, (c) good-standard, (d) standard-bad, (e) bad-standard. 
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After the completion of each questionnaire a P score was determined. 

The results indicated that the students were unable to fake high under 

the good-standard and standard-good conditions. Also, sUbjects in the 

bad-standard and standard-bad conditions scored significantly lower when 

asked to fake bad. No significant difference existed between the P 

scores of the standard-standard group. Once again, these results 

support the cognitive developmental theory of invariant sequence of 

stages of moral judgment. Therefore, the subject is able to respond 

appropriately when asked to fake bad because he can recognize the lower 

stages; whereas, the subject does not have access to, nor the ability to 

comprehend, the higher cognitive stages. 

Davison, Robbins, and Swanson (1978) conducted a study to examine 

the hierarchial and stage-ordering theories of moral development. In 

this investigation the DIT was distributed to 40 junior high students, 

40 senior high students, 40 college undergraduate students, and 40 

graduate students which consisted of 25 male seminary students and 15 

male doctoral students in moral philosophy. The study used the stage 

divisions: Stage 2 (I'll scratch your back if you'll scratch mine), 

Stage 3 (be considerate, nice, and kind, and you'll get along with 

people), Stage 4 (law and order), Stage 5A (morality of social contract-

even if the majority is wrong), Stage 5B (the majority determines 

morality for.all), and Stage 6 (lithe golden rule"). Intercorrelations 

were run between each of the different stages. It was found that 

correlations were higher between the adjacent stages than nonadjacent 

stages. This study adds further support to the cognitive developmental 

theory of hierarchial integration and invariant sequence. 
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Through the years attempts have been made to relate moral develop

ment to a variety of personality traits. In the present study an 

attempt will be made to examine what relationship, if any, exists 

between moral development and death anxiety. Several methods, such as 

interviews (Bromberg and Schilder, 1933; Chandler, 1950; Feifel, 1955; 

Jeffers, Nichols &Eisdorfer, 1961), projective techniques (Rhudick and 

Dibner, 1961; Shrut, 1958; McCully, 1963; Mauer, 1964), and question

nsires (Swenson, 1961; Kalish, 1963: Means, 1936; Stacey and Markin, 

1952) have been used to assess death anxiety. 

Lester (1967) attempted to review and summarize the various techni

ques used to measure fear of death in individuals and also the variables 

that could possibly effect death anxiety. The earliest technique 

utilized to assess death anxiety was the questionnaire. When using a 

questionnaire there is always the possibility that the responses provided 

are not representative of the individual. For this reason there are two 

possible ways of measuring death anxiety: the number of people answering 

a question in a particular way, and the number of people who fail to 

answer the question (Lester, 1967). Middleton (1936), for example, 

administered a 14-item questionnaire to 337 male college students and 

488 female college students. Out of the 337 males, six failed to answer 

the questionnaire; however, 110 out of 488 females failed to answer. In 

this study Middleton failed to use the information gained from the 

·.econd measure of death anxiety and concluded that there were no significant 

sex differences. 

Projective techniques have also been used as a method for assessing 

death anxiety. Rhudick and Dibner (1961) utilized the Thematic 
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Apperception Test (Murray, 1943) to determine the degree of preoccupa

tion with death, by analyzing the theme of each card presented to the 

subject. Shrut (1958) used a sentence completion test; and Caprio 

(1950) asked his subjects to recall by free association their reaction 

to the idea of death during their youth. 

Fear of death has also been compared to many descriptive variables 

such as sex, occupation and education. Once again, in reference to the 

Middleton study (1936) it was concluded that no significant sex differ

ences existed. However, a closer analysis of the data revealed some 

differences did exist between the sexes. One such difference was that 

females thought of their own death more and feared death more. Secondly, 

females avoided thoughts of death and contact with it more than males. 

Diggory and Rothman (1961) found that females feared the disintegration 

of their body significantly more than males. In sddition, males seemed 

to be more concerned with the care of dependents while females fesred 

more the pain of dying. In yet another study, Lowry (1965) concluded 

that when using TAT cards females emphasized themes of loss and mourning 

while males emphasized violence and frustration. 

When examining the relationship between fear of death snd education, 

Swenson (1961) found that the less educated elderly adults tended to 

avoid the issue of death more than those with a higher level of educa

tion; and those individual with a college education tended to expreas 

their thoughts on the issue of death more specifically even if they 

feared it. Jeffers, Nichols and Eisendorfer (1961) concluded that low 

IQ was associated with more death anxiety. Christ (1961) and Rhudick 

and Dibner (1961) found no effect with the amount of schooling. As can 
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be seen with the contrast in findings, further research is indicated in 

the ares of education and fear of death. 

Looking at occupstional varisbles, Stacey and Markin (1952) found 

that engineering students showed less preoccupation with death and 

avoided contact with thoughts of death and death situstions; in con

trast, law students were more concerned with thoughts of death. Finally, 

prisoners were most preoccupied with death snd were more depressed by 

death situations. Lester (1967) questioned Stacey snd Markin's (1952) 

selection of occupations to investigate since there appeared to be no 

rationale in these choices. Instead, Lester argued that it would have 

been more appropriate to compare high risk occupstions with those 

involving low risk. 

Ford, Alexander, and Lester (1971) investigated fear of death of 

those employed as policemen. The subjects used in this study were 17 

male policemen and 15 mailmen. The ages of these subjects ranged from 

23 to 54 years, with a median age of 34 years for the policemen and 42 

years for the mailmen. In this study the subjects were given two fear 

of death scales (one being Lester's FODS) and the semantic differential 

(utilizing five concepts to be rated on evaluative, potency, and activity 

scales, including the concepts of life and death) to complete. The 

results revealed no significant differences between the two groups on 

such issues as fear for death of self, death of others, dying of self, 

dying of others, and general fear of death. In addition, the two groups 

did not differ significatntly in their ratings of the concepts of life 

and death as measured by the semantic differential. Ford et al. (1971) 
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felt that the policemen may have worked through their death anxiety 

because they were very cooperative in participating in the study and 

were less defensive than the mailmen. When approached, six out of 23 

policemen refused to participate, while 22 out of 37 mailmen refused to 

volunteer for the study. 

Alexander and Lester (1972) presented a study which examined the 

fear of death in those involved in parachute jumping. The subjects 

involved were 31 sky divers and 15 individuals training to sky dive. Of 

the 31 sky divers 10 were females; the subjects ranged in age from 18 to 

49 years, with a median age of 21 years. Each subject was matched for 

age and sex with a college student who served as a control. Once again 

in this study, two fear of death scales and the semantic differential 

were administered to each subject. As in the previous study, no signi

ficant difference was found between the parachute jumpers and the 

control group. However, there was a significant differences found 

between the experienced and inexperienced jumpers. Experienced jumpers 

expressed significantly lower death anxiety. This significant differ

ence may be a result of denial of death anxiety on the part of the 

experienced parachute jumpers. 

In this study the Death Anxiety Scale (DAS) developed by Templer 

(1970) will be used to assess the level or degree of death anxiety. 

Templer's DAS is an objective instrument which consists of fifteen true

false items regarding fears about death and illness. The DAS scores 

obtained are based on the number of statements the subject agrees are 

true about himself. When the Death Anxiety Scale was being developed, 

40 items were devised and related for face validity by seven judges -- a 
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clinical psychologist, two graduate students in clinical psychology, and 

four chaplains in a state mental hospital. Nine of the items were dis

carded and the remaining 31 items were embedded in the last 200 item" of 

the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). During item 

4nalysis it was decided that the 15 items which had point biserial 

coefficients significant at the .10 level in two out of three analyses 

would be retained. After a three week interval the DAS was readmin

istered which resulted in a test-retest reliability of .83. In order to 

validate the DAS, the questionnaire was administered to mentally ill 

patients who had verbalized a high degree of death anxiety and to a 

control group at a state mental hospital. It was found that psychiatric 

patients who had verbalized a high fear of death had significantly 

higher DAS scores than the control group of patients. The DAS, Boyar's 

(1964) Fear of Death Scale (FaDS), a sequential word association task 

and the MMPI were administered to 77 advanced undergraduates for the 

purpose of additional validation. The results indicated a significant 

correlation between Templer's DAS, Boyar's FaDS scale, and the word 

.association task. Additonally, the DAS was also significantly corre

lated with the Manifest Anxiety Scale, and the Welsh Anxiety Scale on 

the MMPI, and highly, though not significantly, with the Welsh Anxiety 

Index on the MMPI. 

To determine if embedding of the items has an effect on the DAS 

score, Templer and Ruff (1971) administered the DAS to 158 community 

college students. The DAS items were embedded in the last 200 items of 

the MMPI for 78 subjects, 30 males and 48 females; and not embedded for 

80 subjects, 32 males and 48 females. The DAS means were 7.08 and 7.30 
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jar the embedded and nonembedded groups, respectively. These differ

ences were not significant. The standard deviations of 3.36 and 2.75 

did not differ significantly. However, the variances of 11.29 and 7.58 

were found to be significantly different. Due to the significant 

differences in variances, a replication of the first study was also 

included to rule out Type I error. The DAS was administered in a 

similar fashion to 186 different students. No significant differences 

were found in this study. The authors concluded that embedding of the 

items apparently had little or no effect upon DAS scores. 

Templer and Ruff (1971) also concluded that psychiatric patients 

obtain higher death anxiety scores thsn normals; and that females 

consistently hsve higher DAS scores than males. On the other hand, in a 

study involving over 2500 subjects rsnging in age from 19 to 85 years, 

Templer, Ruff, and Franks (1971) found no significant relationship 

be~ween age and DAS scores. 

Templer, Lester, and Ruff (1974) directly investigated fear of 

death and its relationship to femininity. Twenty female and 35 male 

undergraduate students were administered two fear of death scales and 

four weeks later were given the Femininity Scale of Gough (1952) to 

complete. The results indicated significant correlations between the 

females' scores on the Femininity Scale with fear of otpers dying, the 

males' scores on the Femininity Scale with fear of own death and with 

fear of others dying. In the second phase of this study, Templer et a1. 

(1974) conducted an investigation to determine whether there were 

positive correlations between femininity and Templer's Death Anxiety 
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Scale and whether such correlations could be attributed to both femin

inity and death anxiety being associated with general anxiety. In this 

study 72 female and 29 male undergraduate were administe~ed the DAS, the 

Femininity Scale, and the Costello and Comrey Anxiety Scale (1967). The 

results of the Death Anxiety-Femininity correlations were .22 (~<.05) 

for the females and .42 (~<.025) for the males. Anxiety-Femininity 

correlations were .58 (~<.005) for the females and .04 for the males. 

Death Anxiety-Anxiety correlations were .25 (~(.025) for the females and 

.42 (~<.025) for the males. These results suggested that for the 

females most of variance reflected by the death anxiety-femininity 

correlation was a function of general anxiety. 

Koob and Davis (1977) investigated fear of death in military 

officers and their wives. Based on the results of the Templer et al. 

(1974) study, it was predicted that the wives would have higher death 

anxiety scores than their husbands. The DAS was administered to 72 

military officers serving on active duty and their wives. In support of 

the Templer et al. (1974) results, the wives in the Koob and Davis 

(1977) study had significantly higher death anxiety than their husbands. 

As Templer and Ruff (1971) provided the means and standard deviations 

for various samples, it was possible for Koob and Davis to make compar

isons between the officers and their wives and various other groups. It 

was found that the officers and their wives had lower fear of death than 

a number of other groups, and the fear of death in the officers was 

similar to that shown by those employed in low-risk occupations. 

Tolor and Reznikoff (1967) examined the relations between insight, 

repression-sensitization, internal-external control, and death anxiety. 
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In this study, the following statements were hypothesized: (a) Subjects 

who sensitize (a reaction tendency in the face of potentially threat

ening atimuli) tend to be more insightful than those who repress; (b) 

Subjects who expect internal controls tend to be more insightful than 

those who anticipate external controls; (c) Subjects who sensitize tend 

to experience more overt death anxiety than those who repress; and (d) 

Subjects who believe in external controls tend to have more overt death 

anxiety than those who feel less subject to environmental forces. The 

subjects were 79 students enrolled in an introductory paychology class 

at a men's liberal arts college. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 

22 years. Each subject was seen in two sesaions with a one week inter

val between sessions. In the first aession the subjects were adminis

tered the Tolor-Reznikoff Test of Insight (1960), the I-E scale (Rotter, 

1966) and the Death Anxiety scale (Livingston and Zimet, 1965). The 

subjects' Verbal score from the Scholastic Apptitude Test (SAT) was also 

obtained to use as an estimate of intellectual status. The following 

week, the subjects were given the R-S scale, which is composed of 

selected items from the MMPI. The results supported three of the four 

hypotheses: (a) the subject's expectation of internal control of 

reinforcement was significantly related to insight; (b) sensitizing 

tendencies of individuals and overt death anxiety were significantly 

related; and (c) a belief in external controls was significantly related 

to overt death anxiety. Although not hypothesized, it was found that a 

subject's expectation of external control was significantly related to 

repression. 
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Sadowski, Davis, and Loftus-Vergari (1980) reexamined the relation

ahip between locus of control and death anxiety in an attempt to rec

oncile inconaistencies in the literature. To avoid reatrictions due to 

age or sample homogeneity, a sample with a broad age range was employed, 

and age was also included as a factor in the anlyses. The DAS was used 

as the measure of death anxiety. The Reid-Ware (1973, 1974) Three 

Factor Locus of Control Scale was employed. This instrument contains 

two subscales from Rotter's I-E scale (1966), the Fatalism and Social 

System Control scalea, as well as a third scale, Self-control. Finally, 

separate regreasion analyses were conducted on the data from the sub

scalea for each gender. The subjects who participated in thia snudy 

were 164 males and 211 female undergraduate students enrolled in lower 

division psychology and sociology classes. The males ranged in age from 

18 to 49 years, with a mean age of 24.07. The females ranged from 17 to 

39 years of age, with a mean age of 20.32 years. Both scales used in 

this study were administered during regular class periods. Separate 

regression analyses indicated that, for males, death anxiety was signifi

cantly related to the Fatalism dimension of the Reid-Ware scale. For 

the females, a significant relationship was found between death anxiety 

and the Social System Control dimension. The Self-control factor was 

significantly related to death anxiety for both genders. It was also 

found that women expressed greater death anxiety than males. 

Combining the two lines of research reviewed above, it would appear 

that an investigation relating moral development to death anxiety has 

not been conducted. The present study was conducted to remedy this 

situation. It was hypothesized that the higher the index of moral 
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development (P score as measured by Rest's OrT) the higher the level of 

death anxiety reported as measured by Templer's OAS. Of further inter

est will be a comparison between the males and females to determine if a 

significant difference exists between their OAS scores. Based upon 

previous data (Templer and Ruff, 1971). it would be expected that the 

females will have significantly higher OAS scores than the males. 

Another purpose of the present study was to compare the P scores of the 

males and females to determine if a significant difference exists 

between the two groups. As Holstein (1972) found females to be less 

morally mature than males, it might be expected that the females would 

have lower P scores than the males. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The population sample for this study wss drawn from Emporia State 

University and Wichita State University. The sample consisted of 

106 male and 241 female undergraduate students currently enrolled in 

psychology courses. The subjects ranged from 17 to 52 years of age, 

with a mean age of 20.33 years for the male subjects and 21.46 years for 

the female subjects. A total of 121 subjects (54 males, 67 females) 

who participated in this study were eliminated because they failed 

to complete the tests or because the responses given did not meet 

the requirements for internal consistency on the DIT. 

Testing Instruments 

Rest's Defining Issues Test (DIT) -- This test consists of six 

hypothetical stories in which the subject is asked to make a morsl 

decision. However, these decisions are not what is scored. The moral 

judgment score is derived from a list of twelve statements which have 

each been rated by Rest as representing one of the six stages of moral 

development. Actually, in this test of moral development there are no 

Stage 1 type statements; there are two Stage 5 type statements, labelled 

SA and 5B; there is a Stage A type statement which has been compared to 

a Stage ~ (Colby, 1978) type statement or an anti-establishment type 

statement; and a Stage M type statement, which is meaningless but sounds 

impressive. Each subject· is asked to rste all twelve ststements as 

great, much, some, little or no importance to the decision making process 
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. of each dilemma. Then the subject is asked to rank the four most 

important statements (from greatest to least) which helped them in the 

decision making process. 

Instead of using Kohlberg's method of stage scoring, Rest developed 

the P score as the most useful way to index moral development (Rest, 

1974). The P score or the "principled" morality score is determined in 

the following manner. The four ranked statements are given a weighted 

score of 4, 3, 2, or 1 according to whether it is ranked first, second, 

third, or fourth. The raw stage score is the sum of all six of the 

stories individual scores. The raw P score is the sum of the raw scores 

from Stages 5 and 6. 

To assure valid tests, there were three internal checks for subject 

reliability. One check used is the Consistency Check, which involves 

comparing the subject's four rankings with his ratings for the twelve 

statements. For example, if a subject ranks an item first or most 

important, then his ratings for that item should have no other items 

higher, although other items may tie in rating (Rest, 1974). This 

Consistency Check was only performed on the first two rankings. A 

protocol was discarded if there were more than two stories with incon

sistencies or if one story had more than eight inconsistencies. 

A second check of reliability examined the M score. Stage M type 

statements do not represent any stage of thinking but rather represent a 

subject's tendency to endorse statements for their impressiveness rather 

than their meaning (Rest, 1974). If a subject received a raw M score of 

eight the protocol was eliminated. The third internal check was 
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conducted by observing the discrimination in the ratings of the twelve 

statements for each story. If one story had more than nine items rated 

the same the protocol was discarded (Rest, personal communication, 1981). 

A copy of Rest's Defining Issues Test appears in Appendix I. 

Templer's Death Anxiety Scale (DAS) -- This test consists of 15 

true-false items regarding fears about death and various illnesses. The 

DAS scores obtained are based on the number of statements the subject 

agrees are true about himself. A copy of Templer's Death Anxiety Scale 

appears in Appendix 2. 

Procedure 

The students used in this project were approached during their 

regular class periods and asked to volunteer to serve as subjects. Each 

subject was asked to fill out two questionnaires. They were told that 

the first questionnaire was concerned with their opinion about social 

problems (Rest's Defining Issues Test). The first page of the question

nsire explained to the subject that this test was asking only for their 

opinion, so there were no "right" or "wrong" answers. In addition, the 

first two pages of the questionnaire included a sample story snd questions, 

which explained the instructions of the test. 

Attached to the Defining Issues Test was the second questionnaire 

containing Templer's Death Anxiety Scale. The subjects were instructed 

to answer the items true or false as they applied to themselves. Demo

graphically, the subjects were requested to give only their age and sex. 

There was no time limit placed on the two tests, but all subjects com

pleted the questionnaires within 60 minutes. 



CHAPTER 3
 

RESULTS
 

OIT Analysis 

Separate OIT scores (P scores) were calculated for each subject as 

indicated by previous research (Rest, 1974; Rest, Cooper, Coder,Masanz, 

& Anderson, 1974). A ~ test for independent samples was used to evaluate 

male vs. female differences in OIT scores. The results of this analysis, 

~(345) = 2.19, ~(.05, indicated that females had significantly higher 

OIT scores than did males. 

OAS Analyses 

Two separate unweighted means analyses of variance were conducted 

on the OAS scores. Prior to analyses, the subjects were assigned (on 

the basis of their OIT scores) to one of three OIT categories: low (0

12), middle (13-24), and high (25 and over). These categories reflected 

clustering determined by visual inspection of the data and also served 

as a factor in both analyses. The second factor in the first analysis 

was sex, male vs. female. The second factor in the second analysis was 

age of subject: 19 years and under, 20-24 years, and 25 years and 

older. 

The results of the first analysis indicated that death anxiety 

scores are related to level of moral development. Subsequent comparisons 

of significant effects were performed by the Newman-Keuls procedure. 

More specifically, the lowest OIT category had OAS scores that were 

significantly (p(.Ol) higher than the OAS scores of the highest OIT 
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category. The DAS scores of the lowest DIT category were also signifi 

cantly (~<.05) higher than those of the middle DIT category. The DAS 

scores of the middle and highest DIT categories did not differ signifi 

cantly. The results further indicated that females had significantly (~ 

.01) higher death anxiety than males. The results of this analysis are 

summarized in Table 1. 

The results of the second analysis also indicated that DAS scores 

were significantly (~<.01) related to level of moral development. 

Through the use of the Newman-Keuls procedure, it was found that the 

lowest DIT category had DAS scores that were significantly (~~.01) 

higher than the DAS scores of the highest DIT category. The DAS scores 

of the lowest DIT category were also significantly (~<.05) higher than 

those of the middle DIT category. The DAS scores of the middle and 

highest DIT categories did not differ significantly. On the other hand, 

DAS scores did not vary significantly as a function of the age of the 

subject. The results of this analysis appear in Table 2. 

As indicated above, the results of the analyses of variance indicated 

that DAS scores were significantly related to DIT level. On the other 

hand, these results do not yield a complete picture of the strength of 

the relationship between these two variables. To more specifically 

determine the nature of this relationship, an Eta coefficient was 

cslculsted. The Eta coefficient of -.67 which described this relation

ship was found to be significant at beyond the .01 level. 



CHAPTER 4
 

DISCUSSION
 

In ~he presen~ s~udy, the female subjects had significantly higher 

DAS scores than did the male subjects. This finding is supportive of 

previous research (Templer & Ruff, 1971; Templer, Lester & Ruff, 1974). 

The reasons for these significantly higher scores are not specifically 

known or clearly stated but, they may be related to general anxiety 

(Templer, Lester & Ruff, 1974). 

For many years, men such as Dewey, Piaget, and Kohlberg have 

postulated that stages of moral development exist; but, how do we know 

that this is actually true? In the present investigation, the DIT 

scores were arranged into three separate categories: low (0-12), middle 

(13-24), and high (25 and above). These categories may be reflective of 

stages of moral development, especially when this can be shown to be 

significantly related to some other variable(s), e.g. death anxiety. 

Hence, support for the stage concept of moral development is reflected 

in both analyses of variance, which showed that stage of moral develop

ment was significantly related to DAS scores. More specifically, the 

lowest DIT category was associated with high DAS scores, while the 

highest DIT category was associated with lowest DAS scores. Further 

supportive evidence for stages of moral development is reflected by the 

significant negative correlation between DIT and DAS scores. 

When reading the stories presented in the DIT, it is readily 

apparent that the main characters in the majority of the dilemmas are 
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males. It is possible that, due to differing role expectations of males 

and females, the sex of the main character may influence the moral 

decision of an individual. Holstein (1972) and Kohlberg and Kramer 

(1969) reported that females appear to be less morally mature than 

males. 

Holstein's (1972) research indicated that for both the 16-year old 

sample and the adult sample, the moral response of males was Stage 4, 

while that of females was Stage 3. Kohlberg and Kramer (1969) also 

noted this same trend and stated: 

while girls are moving from high school or college to 
motherhood, sizable proportions of them are remaining at 
Stage 3, while their male age mates are dropping Stage 3 in 
favor of the stages above it. Stage 3 personal concordance 
morality is a functional morality for housewives and mothers, 
it is not for businessmen and professionals (p. 108). 

Once again, the implication is that females are less morally mature than 

males. 

In spite of the previous research, the converse was found to be 

true in the present study. The present sample of females were found to 

be significantly more developed in their moral reasoning than the male 

sample. Perhaps with the changing of role expectations and the growing 

concern of women for equal rights, females are also dropping Stage 3 

reasoning and moving to higher stages which appear to be more functional 

and purposeful levels of morality. 

It appears to the present investigator that research in the area of 

moral development and death anxiety is an open and provocative field. 

The present data providea some new information, but should not be 

considered definitive. The subject sample employed in the present 
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study was confined to undergraduate students enrolled in Psychology 

courses at two Midwestern universities. Obviously, this sampling 

restriction limits the generalizability of the present data. However, 

aa the subjects were randomly sampled (i.e., representative), these 

results may well be considered typical of the current college population. 

Future studies should be conducted to ascertain whether-or-not the 

differences found in the present study are reflective of other, different, 

populations. It is hoped that the results of the present study will 

serve to help stimulate such research in the future. 
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42Ol'lN IONS ABOUT SOC I ilL I'KOBLJ::MS 

This queBtionnaire is aimed at understanding Ilaw people think abant social 
Diflerent people often have different opinions about questions of right 

wrong. There are no "right" answers in the way that there are right answers to 
b problews. We would I iI,e you to tell us what you think about ~,",veral problem 
ries. The papers will be fed to a computer to find the average for the whole group. 
no one will see your individual answers. 

Pleuse give us the following information: 

female 

Class and period _. _ 11\0 Ie 

Ir Ir Ir Ir Ir Ir '" '"'" '" '" 
questionnaire you will be asked to give your opinions about several 

Here is a story as an example. 

Frank Jones has been thinking about buying a car. He is married, hus two small 
Idren and earns an average income. The ~ar he buys will be his family's only car. 
will be used mostly to get to work and drive around town, but sometime,; for va
Ion trips slso. In trying to decide what car to buy, Frank Jones realized that 
re were a lot of questions to conSider. Below there is a list of some of these 
stions. 

If you were Frank Jones, how important would each of these questions be in dccid
what car to bUY? 

F"'".~''''' for Purr~: (Sample Queation) 

ehe left hand side check one of the spaces by each statewent of a consideration. 
e instance, if you think that statement Ul is not importunt in making a decision 

cut buying a car, check the space on the right.) 

Much Some Little No. 

v 
1. Whether the ~ar deoler was in the same block as 

where Frank lives. (Note that in this sample, 
the person taking chI' questionnaire did not think 
this waa imeortant in makinK a decision.) 

2. Would a uaed car be more economical in the long 
run than a new car. (Note that a check was put in 
the far left space to indicate the opinion that 
this is an important issue in making a decision 

i I I - I I I 3. 
4. 

about buvine a car.) 
Whether the color ,:!~rec~,--Frank'D .favorite color. 
I.'hether the cubic inch displacement was at least 

v 200. (Note 
llcub1c inch 

that if you are unsure about what 
displacementll means, then mark it Hno 

'importance. lI ) 
5. Would a larHe, roomy cor be better thsn a coapact 

car. 

v 
6. Whether the front connibilics were differential. 

(Note that if a statement sounda like gibberish or 
nonse.nse to you,. mark it linD import,<.lnce. ") 
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.-;~ 

ructio"s for ~~!: (Sample Qnestion) 

the list of questions above, select the ,oost imporlant 0'''' 0f lhe "lhlle ,',\0\1]'. 

the 1Iumber of the most importitnt questiOn on the top line below. Do l1l"·,,i6" [or 
2nd, 3rd and I,th IllOst impol'tant choices. (folote Lhat the top choices in this esse 

. CO"'e frem the statements that were chcck"c1 on the. far left-hand side--9tat~ments 

·.nd US ..ere thcu£ht to be very important. In deciding "'hat is the nost important. 
rson ..ould re-read 62 and ;is. and then pick one of the:n as the most important. ther. 
the other one as "second Dlost important." and so on.) 

SECOND HOST IMPORTANT THl.RD ~I05T IHPORTANT FOURTH !·!OST nfl'ORTANT 

11. 1 

4) © James Rest, 1972 
All rights reserved 
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IIEIN~,	 ANfl TilE flRUC 

In Europt: LI WOnlan W.l~ n(l~lr death fr,')lll a ~1)('cj,'11 killd lIt can('l~r. Tllt'fl.' \I.',i~; \,.I1lL' 

UJ:ll.	 th(,' d'H.·I.Lll~.; tlhHI~~hL might nave htn. Tl \I:l~; a 1... 1nll uf rac.li1l1\\ th'll. a dnl:~.I:I~;t· 

lit.: &;.:1:11(' lown had reccntJ~,· difH..'ovcrcJ. Th(' drug W;l.., l'xpellsive to tl~dket bill l~h~_ 

gitiL	 ... ..l~ l.:hLlq;il1~ tl.~n times w]wt the drl1~:, COt;t to m:lkc.. He PiltJ $~OO tor' the 
.um and ch.1rn,ed $:'000 for ,jJ, small dose of the drug. The sick \."cm;jnl~~ husb.J.no, HC'inz. 

to evcrYI)l1;; he knew to ho:::raw the lTIu1H'Y. hllt he could onlv net fObl?ther ~1bo\lt 

0, whIch i~ half of what it cost. lie toltl th" drllg"i,;t th:lt hi~ wife "'~s dyln,;. 
askeJ hi:n to sell it cheaper or let him p.:J.y later.. Rut the: d~.tJggist said I IINo, I 
overed thl.~ dnJ:6 and rIm going LO m:::J.kc mon<.'y from it. 1I So Heinz got 'r!csperate and 
n to thInk about breakinG into ti,e mail's store to steal tile drllG for hLs wiie, 

Heinz steal the dr"g? (Check one) 

Should steal it Can I t decide Should not stBal it 

~IIJC h	 Some 1.1 t tl e

'---t--------I----l

-t- I

I_ 

f I I

I I I I

1 I 

_._--------- No 

__..l_~ ~~_~~.~hy_l: ~ l:.(?Ylm_I_J~~~_lJ:~ ~ }~:~~f~'!.t.:~_J~?A.~~!:.. r?__b_.:~ u£:he]_~ .. __ . 
2.	 lfin'l jt only n:ltUY,11. lot" .1 luv[ng !l\)sbiJlld lu cal-e 

___.'	 .1.._ ••• ~.__S';l.__ Ina'h~.__ 1",11 ilL" . ..•• th:tl . ·_h:;( l';ll?~__ .• _, ••..•. W(fl' .••.__• hr1d •. ._,0.0 _ 

.l.	 1s lli..;tn~~ wi.llJng lu ,i~l.k gettinr, :.IF-lt .1S a Inll-[;l.1r 
or goinr, to jail fer the chane" l-bal olea I inp. th·" 

'''_'	 __. .!!~~lJ!l_ In Jn~!..;,_ Jl~l£! ~ .__ .__ O__ __ '_.'~ 

4. Whether Hcin" is a professional wrestler, or haf; 
I I considera!,le _.!..'!ll~.".CI.~-,,,,ith jrcfe"s j ()n"-}-~.£~;_t:.Ln~_ 

tt
5. \Jhcther Hclnz i 5 ste~'.1 iilg for himsel f or doing t.his 
_ solely to help some,,~~ else, ._. _ 
6.	 lihcther the druggi.st's rights to his Invention lI~v" 

to be r,'spected.
7. lihether t.he essence of I ivl~.)g-1;-;;;;;:~-~;;;:;i:,-ssi,-;-i"--

_ than the termin~tion of dying, socially and indi

. vitlua~l.l.:..	 ------------------ 
8. Hhat value5 are goin?, to be t:he basis [or governing 

I I how people act tow~!_<!.:'_[:_,'!:·I__'_____'!.!:..h~ _ 
9.	 Whether the druggist is going to be ,illowlJ to hide 

behInd a worthless law whIch only protects the rIch 
anyhow. 

10. lihether the law in tllis case is getting in the way 
I I of the most basic· clailll_of anL-!"ember_~i..£ocielL: _ 

11.	 lihetller the tlruRgi~t deserves to be robbed for being 
so greedv and cruol:.., _ 

12.	 Woultl stealing in sllch a case bring about gor" total 
ood for the whole society Qr n"o::.t::.:,., . 

~ the	 list of questions above, Belect tIle four most importanL: 

Host	 important 

Second Host Important 

Third	 Host Important 

Fourth Host Importilnt 
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STU1Jfo:N'J' TAKC:-OI'·ER 

At Harvard Cniversily a group of students, calle.1 lh~ StudeTltS for a D~mocrat t[~ 

iety (SUS), believe th3t the UniversJty should not h3v~ an army Rore program. SDS 
udents are against the war in Viat N~ln. and tllC army training program helps send 
n t~ fight in Vi~t ~am. The SDS student5 demanded	 that 113rvard end the ar~y ROTC 
'aining ~robrar:i as a university course. This ",,'ould	 me.:1l1 tlwt H,lfvard students could 
t get arll1Y trHinin:3 as part of their l"t?gular course: work and not get cr~di.t for it 
wards tt}clr dl~!;rees. 

Aerceing \.lith the SDS students, tll(~. U.... rvard pruf p.bsor~; voted t,l end t Iw ROTC prc
univ('rs1ty coursC'. nut the Pr(·~ddenl of the lIn:i·.'l~l.s:it:y sLlted th.:lt hL' 

nted to ke~p the army prO[\rlllll on campu" "s a «'urs~. The SDS ,;tlldents Cdt lh.ll: the 
eGident wus not going to pay attention to the [acuity vot" or to their de"an~." 

Salone day last April, t",o hundred SUS slud~nts wi.tlked into tbe uni'Jersi.t.y's 
"'mini~tration building, and told every"ne else to g,'t Otlt. l']ll'y 93l<l they '~('r~ dlllng 
is to {crcE' Harvard to bet rid of (he army training prugu.llll as a courSe. 

the·students have taken over the administration building1 (Check ond 

should take it over Can't decide __ No, they shouldn't take it over 

Much Some Little No 
this to really help c:~er 

tl~.!!.o1r...:!LJ_t ju~t. fOt'_):J.(.ks:l _ 

I I I 

.....----l I 

I 

I 

I 
i 

i 

I 
,	 

I 
i 

I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

' 
I 

2. Do tlla students h~ve 

1. Are the students doing 
~e or are 

er!:L.t.hat doesn' t 
3. Do thu. students 

and fined! and 
4. Wonld taking over 

5. Whctl,er the 
his utlthorit.l'.Jn 

6. Will the takeover 
st.udents a bad name? 

7. ·16 taking over a 
0 f jus t ic e.c,?.,- 

8. Would allowing one. 
ocher student 

• I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

9. Did the president bring 

11. Are the student" 

10. Whether running the 

bel ieve a re above 
12. Whetl,er Or not 

himself by being so 

hands of a few 
all the pel'ple. 

respected by students. 

dny right Lo take over pro?
be_l_o.'"-~~them·! ._ 

re.ali:.:.e th,lt they ;7light be arrcs:: ...:c 
e".£~..!:~~e..'!..l!:~)~!'L.OL? _ 

the btlilding in tll~ long run 
ben£i.!i..~~.EJ':..l~,-!..~~..Cr. ~,-1;.~!::_.!0..t." n t 2....... __. _ 

president stayed within the llQi:. of 

irJ:l?rJnf·_l!~e_~£~IT.. .::.'J_~., _ 
anger tho public and give all 

building consistent "'itIt prin:i~:c5 
-,__---,-_ 

student take-over encourcge :Jany 
take-overs?

'=-'-;-.,- 
this mi5underst~ndirg on 

unreasonable and uncoC"f>~'!:"_~_ti'le? 

university ought to be i~1 the 
ad"inistrators or in the hands of 

_ 
fo11o-,'ing principles which they 
the la<l? _ 

univ2rsity decisions ought to oe 

from the list of questions above, selec( the four	 most important. 

Host Important 

Second Most Important 

Third Host In'llOrtant 
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ESCAPED PIUSuHJo:R 
._, 

A mdn had been Genten~ed LO rriscn f0r 10 YPUIS. Alter onD y~ar. hcwever, he 
J. aped frum priS()ll. mov~j t.o a n~w·ar~a of rllc COulltry, an(1 touk on t},~ name of 

'!''LIIGon.	 ~~or 8 )'cara h\.! \....."rkcd hard, and ~~rdduoJIJ~' Ill' !:'~j)Vcd enough llhHH!}' to huy 
own bunlucsv, Hl.! \lCU) [a:ll' to hili l:u:a~lI:ll·n.l. r.f\\'t~ his cll1ploY\'l'U lop wal;c:;, and 

o In"St of his own profitG Lo charity. 1'I",n one day, Hr,. Jones, un old n,.j.~:hhor • 
.o&nized hin "H Lhe mall IIho h,\d escaped from pr isor. 8 ye"rs before. and whom the 
ice had bean locking for. 

Jones report Mr. Thompson to Lhe police IHld have him sent back to pds,m? 

Should report him Can't decide	 Should not report hin 

Much Some Little No 
1. Hasn't Hr. Thompson been good enoL:gh for such a 

___...---!E~_&..E.!~-E.£...prove h~ iS~.'-l-a b~~ C1erson?--~ , -1
2. J::veryt1nle r.omconc rsc:ape:, punislJi"t~rlt for .:t cr11ae t 

I dO(·~~~_!.!:~~~jusL.~£':!!.:.12.~~_.£rimcl .. _. _ 
···.h 

3. Wouldn't we be better o/f without prieocR and tha 

-t-	 I I _E1'r2:es~lo.ll_.£.~~~_!_~'~L._~~;:'-'.':l.s? -,--------- 
___I•.'_-!!'c'i..t~l'h~.!."l)_s.£.'!._.!:£:!.!lL2.~ hi.:!_.? lOb ~'- ~_o. .!!.~Li_,:: ::1-__ 

5. Would £,KJ Hy be l':lilill" \,h~t Mr. Thompson shoul.d 

I I fa!!)y exl'ect! .---------------------. 
6. Wh~t bendltn \muld prJsonc be apllrt fro:. Gocll'ty, 

I esp'-'p!.11.J.E_'::-~:_~~t.E..~~e In!!n?, 
7. How could n!lyonc be £0 crli~l and heartless as to 

I I I I I I s~.':!i.l!!:.:_.l'.1-',!!~(I11 to _~l£on? ,------- 
8. Would it be tair to ull th;" pri~olH:r" ",too h",1 cO 

aerve (Jut their full sl'Dtences.if Hr. Tbo:;.fson was 
I I let _0Q._1 . ..__ ~--. 

,9.	 Was .~1l"~)on('s a g£~~~i...::.·nd or H~_._1..'..:.£E~~r:..? _ 
10. Woul.dn1t it be a citizen's duty to rpport all esca?~d 

-----1 I I ---1- I . e.!..l-"'-i~ •. -'-'_'.f~~1l!:~,,_~).i_t..!!,,~1 rcum.':.!~r:.E.S_:!f._._ -.---- 
11.	 Ill'W would rhe wil J 01 th,' 1'<:01'1" ilnd Lh~ pu!,] I.e LO',d 

bt'ut ht.~ ~ll'r\'tl<1? 

-- 12-.-W~u.Ld r.oi·;i~··-t-;p~: i!:on do ~d.y -~~o,J-~l-M~:-:--·ii~~i·l;~'0~l--

,I I I I I or proLc.s,t u~n:!.yz.b~0~dLV.!.1__. . 

From the list of questions above, select the four ".ost important: 

Most Important 

Second Host ImpDrtant 

Third Most Important 

Fourth Most Important 
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THE fJOC'i'OR'S DILEt{.\A 

A l;\lJy ~a~ dying of cancer ~hlch could not be cured and aha hud Dilly about
 
x mo~t!\s tv live. She ·...B6 .tn terrible p3in. but she \~';)S so W'cak thaL il food
 
lll! or p:J.in:-k:'llf:r like [I~ot"phinc W'culd r\.iike her die. soon(~r. She l,.,,'.:lS deltri0us
 
d all'11,..l:;L: cr<.lzy with pai~ll aud in her call:! periods, she "'.'nuld e.sk the cL'l:.tor to
 
vc her ~noeGh ~orph1nfl to kill her. SllC Euid Dh~ cDllldn't stand th~ pain and
 

6~le	 ~as Going t~ die in a f~w ~On(.lls anyway. 

should the doctor J,,1 (Clwck one) 

He should give thn ludy un Can't decide Should Il('t ~iv"
 

ovcrdosc th'll "'ill m~kc her die the ovcrdoBl'
 

S(',:le L1.ttlc-J No I 1. Wh~lher th" woman'g Lmlly is ill hlVO" of gb1.ng 
. I -+- .._-- -h._c:E.._~i.E._E.y_~..E~L~_C2E not. ._~ _ 

2.	 Is the dacLor obli~3t.CG by the s.an:~ lnt,;s ai"' 
cveryhody else if [;iv:tn:::, her an ov('.rdi):H~. \lJO~; 1ri
 

~: I -+ I I be lh:,~,-,,,-3S. kUlI~.:;.J1.~!--,_. ._._._
 
r 3.	 \>.'hether pec:oplc WQu..!..J be much better cff ...:it.i.Ollt. 

society rcgj~enting their lives end eve~ thGir 
, ~_._.+---__~~.:!.~l\~_. . . . .._.. __ 

4.	 Wl'~tllcr tl~l' doctor cOl~ld ~aka it appear like cin 
aC'.c ic:C'n t. 

I 

-_..., , -_._.._._.__ ...._-_ ..__..._-_._ ...- ._---_.__ .__.•-
5.	 Dues tl1~ state have the riZ!lt to fo!·re Cll~ltl~~~ed 

_____• existcnrn Dn those who dOll't ~llnt to live.__~ • __ • ••••__ •• ._•. 0 __.- __ ' " ._._. ~._.••.••• _ 

6.	 \\~h:lt is the vall\l,.~ of dl.~::.t\i ij~·ior to r..oL:iPty; n 
I _,.~ o' JYE.£12..::.c.!L~_~~ C?_'!__E..er_t;~~~.~~a 1 ,!.:.'}:.~ c:.~: __~__ __ 0._0 • __ • _. _._ 

7.	 \';hc.thcr the doctor hilS tiy:q)&thy fL~:': th.: tlOm~;~I;; 

slJffering or care3 more aLout vl:i:t society [ri2~t 

th.lnk, '-r9heJl'il1g to end anotb~r'9--Wo cv~-·,-,,-~·;;-:nsl~.j~~

' - -- 9. _. ~'~~t~;;~~1~t"~~~ "~o:~o~iJ·deciLe ~h8~~-a-Pl:-~-.)~r;'~,:-- 
..,_ _	 • ._.________ _ k.,life shDuld end .L--tr 10. w1,at vaIlics the doctor has set for hims"lt In biD 

+_	 I I! own perso~~~ode_'!i.~.'O.havj.or. .__. .__ 
, 11. Can society afford to let everybody e~d t~"iL lives 

J----r---[~L-.-r--12. ~~~ns~::~~t'~":~l~:'sui.c ides or r.lercy k1l ~~~~;~;-~-':;'~i'--
still protect the lives of individuals •....h0 ','·'-.!.:it t\~ 

~;': I•	 __ livn.l-
From the list of questions above, select the four mogt important: 

~lost Import~nt 

Second Host Important 

Third Host Important 

Fourth Most Important 
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WEBSTER 

Mr~ keuuter 'Was the O'..lner and m~1n.:lger of a gas station. He w!,r.ted to hire 
~other mechanic to help hiro, but good mechanics wore hard to find. Thc only 
trson hc found who sccmed to be a good mechanic was Hr. Le,~, but he was Chjlle~". 

ile	 Mr. Webster himself didn't have anything a~ainst Orientals, he wes afraid 
o hire Hr. Lee because many of his customers didn't like Orientals. Hia customers 
ight take thuir business elsewhere if Mr. Lee uas working in the gas station. 

When Mr. Lee asked Mr. Webster if he could have the job, Mr. Webster said that 
e had already hireJ somebody else. But Mr. Webstcr really hed not hirBd anybody, 
etaUaC he could not find anybody who wae 11 good mechanic bcoides Mr. Lee. 

should Hr. Webster h,we done? (Chcck (lnc) 

Should have hired Nr. Lee Can't decide Should not have hired him 

reat Much Some Little No 
iii I 1.	 Does the ouner of a business have the right to 

make his own business decisions or not? 
2-.- Whetll;''"i:'' there is a law that forbids racial dis

crimination in Iliring for jobs. 
J.	 Whether Mr. Webster is prejudiced against 

Orientals himself or whether he moans nothing 
personal in refllsil!,!L the-1.£!?-'..- , 

4.	 Whether hiring a good mechanic or paying attention 
to his customers' wishes would be best for Ilis 
busineBs. 

5.	 What individual diffe.renccB ought to be relevant 
in decidinG how society's roles are fillcd? _ 

6.	 Whether the greedy and competitive copit"Ustic 
system ought to be completely abandcned. 

7.	 Do a majority of peoplc in Mr. Wcbster's society 
feel	 like his customers or are a majority against

re1ud ic e? 
8.	 Whether hiring capable mell like Mr. Lee would cse 

talents that would otherwise be lost to society. 
9.	 Would refusing the job to Mr. Lee be consistent 

with Nr. 1Jebster' s own moral belief 5? 
10.	 Could Mr. Webster be so hard-hearted as to refc7;-

the job, knowing how much it means to ~'!r. Lee? 

12. If Bomeone's in need, ,shouldn't h~ be helped rcgard
! I I I I! leSB of what you get back from him? 

From	 the list of questions above, select the four most important: 

MOBt	 Important 

t	 Second Host II.portant
] 

lbird Most Important1 
l Fourth Most Important 

j 
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... 

... 

'1 
. 

Nf;WSPAPER 

l-~rcJ) d senior in hIgh s~.. hool. wanted to publish a mimco~·,rflph~.:1 newspilpar
 
6tud~nts so th.lt ha cUlIl<l cXI'L'l'SB 11'.,"l)' (Jf his ol'lnicnw. II~ w,mted to /;pauk
 
utlllinot the War in \'iel N.lI" and to spe"k out against SOIUe of the school's
 

~s, like lIla rule fotbiddinB boys to WcaL' long hair. 
When Fred started his newspaper, he asked his principal for permission. 

principal said it would be ~ll right if before every pwblication Frad wuuld 
in a'l ~& articles for the principal's approval. Fred agreed and turned in
 

era1 articles fo~ approval. The principal approved all of them and Fred
 
lished two issues of the paper in the next two weeks.
 

But the principal had not expected that Fred's newspaper would receive 50
 

h attantion. Students were 60 excited by the paper tr.at they began to organize
 
tests against the hair regulation and othar school rules. Angry parents
 
e:ted to fred's opinions. They phoned the principal telling him that the news

~ was unp.triotic and should not be published. As a result of the rising
 
item~nt, the principal ordered Fred to stop publishing. He gave as a reason
 
t Fred's &ctivities were disruptive to the operation of the school.
 

lJ the	 principal stop the newspaper7 (Check one) 

Should	 stop it Can't decide Should not stop it 

Nc'ch Some Little No 
1. Is the principal more responsible to students 

I I I I 'lor t,>t he 1",'u"'r:.;e"'n.:..:t:..;sc,?--,_-,--;-_--,. 
2.	 Did lhe principal give hiD word that the news

paper could be published for a lone time, or did 
he just promise to approve the newspaper one 

.-f-- issu" 8 t u,-t",i",m",e;:c:,.7 _ 
3.	 Would the students start protesting even mGre if 

the principal stopped the newspaper? 
4.	 When the welfare of the school is thr~atened, doe. 

the principal have the righc to give orders to 
students? 

5.	 Does the principal have the freedom of speech to 
say uno" in thiu case? 

6.	 If the principal stopped the newspaper would h. be 
:t:ev~nt1ng full discussion of important urohlt".!l':ls?_._... 

7. Whether the principal's order would make Fred loce 
I I I I I faith in the principal. --__.. 

8.	 Whether Fred was really loyal to his school and 
I	 " I I I pa triotic to his c:::.:.o~u"'n"'t.t.r.Ly.t.._-,- --;- :
 

.
 9.	 What -effect would stopping the paper have on th" 
student's education in critical thinking and 

I I I j j udpoent s7 _ 
10.	 Whether Fred wag in any way violatinr; the rights 0; 

I	 I --+ I I 'others in. publi&hinr; h15 own opinions. __--;-__ 
11.	 I.'hether the principal ~bo\lld be inf luenced by so;;le 

angry parents when it is the principal that knows 
" I I I best ...hat is going on in the 6chool~ . _ 

12.	 Whether Fred was using the newspaper to stir up 
I!! ha_tred and digeot;l:.:t:.:e:..:n.:..:t:..:... .
 

From the liSl of questiona "bove, select the iour most important:
 

}Ioat l,uportant __ Second Moat Importnnt 
Third Nost Important Fourth Hoot Important 
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QUESTIONNAIRE II 

Self-nes" ript ion ] nvent 0'")' 

Answer the following items as True (T) or False (F) as they apply to you. 

] . I am very much afraid to die. 

2. The thought of death seldom enters my mind. 

3. It doesn't make me nervous when people talk about death. 

4. I dread to think about having to have an operation. 

5. I am not at all afraid to die. 

6. I am not particularly afraid of getting cancer. 

7.' The thought of death never bothers me. 

___ 8. I am often distressed by the way time flies so very rapidly. 

___ 9. I fear dying a painful death. 

__]0. The subject of life after dljath troubles me greatly. 

___II. I am really scared of having a heart attack. 

___12. I often think about how short life really is. 

___]3. I shudder when I hear people talking about a World War III. 

____]4. The sight of a dead body is horrifying to me. 

____J5. I feel that the future holds nothing for me to fear. 
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TobIe 1 .,I 
-'i'1

Analysis of variance summary table ~ 

Males vs. female by DIT categories 

Source S5 df HS F 

A M-F 92.34 1 92.34 10.59* 

B DIT 
0-12 
13-24 
25 and older 

127.61 2 63.80 7.32* 

A X B .58 2 .29 .03** 

W/CELL 2983.53 341 8.72 

* .£(,.01 

** Nonsignificant 

..
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Table 2
 

Analysis of variance summary table 

Age by DIT categories
 

Source 55 df !'IS F 

19 and under 
A Age 20-24 

25 and over 

0-12 
BOlT 13-24 

25 and over 

26.80 

96.38 

2 

2 

13.40 

48.19 

1. 52** 

5.45* 

A X B 

W!CELL 

33.88 

2989.78 

4 

338 

8.47 

8.84 

.96 

* Eo (,.01 

** Nonsignificant 

...
 


